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Here are a fraction of the testimonials I have received in the last 8 years
since I freed myself of EBV, and other infections.
Woman, Seventies, Treated over a 4-year period for: Allergies,
HHV6, EBV, Negative thoughts, Swine flu (H1N1), TB,
Staphylococcus,
Arthritis,
Sciatica,
Sinusitis,
Diplococci,
Streptococcus & CWD, Cytomegalo Virus, Flu, Norwalk virus,
Ausie Flu (H3N2). She writes:
I first met Dr Richard Ellis In 2014 whilst delivering my little Blue cat
Posset to be mated with Richard’s special Blue stud cat Gregory in a
breeding programme. At that time I was suffering with a bad allergy and
apologised for my condition (swollen mouth, etc). Richard explained about
his work and asked if he could help me. I had suffered from nasty allergies
for many years. Depressing though it was I had to accept these
continuous out breaks and comply with conventional medication. This
chance meeting with Richard was to change my whole life.
Since consulting Richard I have gone from strength to strength. He
diagnosed I was suffering from various infections including the Epstein Bar
Virus (and others listed above). I followed his advice and took his
remedies to the dot. What price can you put on good health! Every so
often I have a check up to make sure I am still clear. I feel a different
person. I feel fit and those allergies and winter chest infections are no
more. I think your work is amazing and very profound and I so wish other
people would consult you and benefit as I have. I spread the word as
much as I can. Why have a miserable existence when help is here with
Richard Ellis. You have turned my life around and I thank you from the
bottom of my heart.
Young Man, Thirties. EBV
He caught EBV about 3 years ago and suffered so much with chronic
fatigue that he lost his job, and ended up staying at friends house. I met
him there and he took the EBV treatment and now has a job and got his
life back. He is excited and busy with his new job, that he has not yet
written a testimonial!
He promised me several times to write a
testimonial, but has not done so, and has since left my friend's house, and
I have lost touch with him. Unfortunately I know of other people who have
got well as a result of my treatments, but not told me so - I have learnt
about them via mutual contacts.
Disclaimer: Please note, results may differ from person to person.
Please note: I add later emails on top (ie above earlier ones). So if you
want to go to the beginning of a long thread, like the next one, please
scroll down 3 pages to find her first entry. They are numbered. Than read
back up. The latest one is at the top. Thanks.
Young Woman, EBV, CMV, HHV6, Herpes 1, Candida
17. Hi Richard
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I've been doing so well. I have ample energy and clear thoughts with no
pain, anywhere.
When I wake up in the morning I have all my energy ready to be used and
actually feel like I get stronger as the day goes on. (Relief)
I am so grateful and feel so underserving of such pure love. Thank you so
much.
I am a little over whelmed still (shock) about getting sick and finding the
remedy but I am sure I'll get over it soon.
You are so amazing Richard. Thank you for all that you do. You are so
appreciated, more than you'll ever know.
Gretchen
16. Your package (for candida) was perfect timing today because I
developed thrush and a very itchy ear this weekend.
I had no idea what was wrong because I don't recall ever having this
problem before but I googled it and came to the conclusion that it is in
fact just more Candida. Ouch!
Thank you so much for sending them.
privileged to communicate with you.

I am so grateful, happy and

I've waken up so many days in-a-row pain free I do not remember what is
was like to be sick, although I do remember it wasn't very nice!
God bless Richard.
God bless. God bless. God bless.
Truly yours, Gretchen
15. I am so happy. Thank you for being so amazing to me.
14. I am to the point where I am going to buy some brandy, and
persevere these waters as I think my illness has gone. I could fall to my
knees with how pleased I am with you.
This is the greatest blessing I have ever received. My heart goes to those
suffering from Lyme, or CMV. Illness is hard to live with. Sometimes
impossible.
I am going to take percussion to everything including Lyme. I never want
my body/god/spirit connection to be broke again, now that it is fixed.
Thank you Richard. You are a wonderful spiritual healer and I will always
have this love and goodness in my heart that was recently imprinted.
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Thank you does not do my gratitude justice. It's way more than a thank
you. I am way more than thankful. I am blessed.
God bless you and I hope your days are blessed.
13. I tested negative for HSV 1. (Herpes simplex virus 1 causes cold sores
on the face)
I'm in awe. I am doing so much better. Everyday.
12. Could I purchase some remedies for Candida? I think that would be
really helpful.
11. It feels like a dream feeling this good. It was like I was trapped in a
nightmare. It was a nightmare. It was the worst thing that ever happened
and the best because I got to come out of the other side of this. I imagine
a lot of people don't know about your treatments and suffer on a daily
basis. The remedies make me feel lucky, blessed, grateful, privileged, as if
I have beat the odds!
I never want to run out of remedies but I know I have to trust that the
virus won't come back. I know I can always reach out to you. This is truly
like a dream!!
So since I took the herpes simple 1 remedies does that mean I am never
going to get another cold sore again?
I think my next purchases will be for Candida and gold + luck.
I love the remedies!!!!!!!!!!
Life is so pure. You've brought wholeness and purity back into my spirit. I
was the opposite just ten days ago.
Thank you forever.
10. You're right about the CMV treatment helping the physicalness of the
disease and reversing the damage that it causes. The disease regressed
so quickly. By the second day my back didn't hurt anymore.
Yay!!!!!
Gretchen
9. Thank you so much being a healer. Your work is pure and good. Thank
you for allowing me to purchase this type of healing therapy. It is
absolutely brilliant and much needed.
8. Thank you so much for sending treatment for CMV. I really feel like the
CMV virus treatment is really going to hit the nail on the head. I got really
nauseas when I took the testers after testing positive and was really
reacting to them so I really hope this is it.
Thank God for you and God for leading me to you. You are a blessing to
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me. I don't think I would have a fulfilling life if I didn't get your help for
this. It's only been five months but my whole life has changed since
getting sick. I can't wait to start feeling better and wake up without aches
or pains. When you said the treatment reverses the damage I was thrilled.
It's the answer I've been searching for. I always wondered "what is
happening to my body?" "How can I reverse the damage this is causing?"
And the more I dug the more I realized people do not have answers for
these kinds of things. They didn't understand why my arm was numb or
why my chest hurt or have anything to heal me. Hell, they didn't even
test me for a virus.
Anyways.. thank you again Richard from the bottom of my heart. I cannot
wait to get on with this and become stronger. This is going to be a fresh
start for me. To just be able to live and breath without worrying constantly
about my health declining will be such a relief.
7. I plan on getting wonderful results from your CMV treatment because
the EBV treatment was so great to me and that is why I am so happy,
eager and exited to try your CMV treatment and get it to go just as quick
as the EBV. My mind, body and spirit really likes and appreciates your
waters.
I stopped taking the EBV treatments for now because it was kind of
bringing out the physical symptoms of CMV more, I noticed. (This often
happens when someone has two viruses and takes the treatment for only
one of them. Ed.) The EBV seems to be non existent now.
To me it is a blessing that you have not only had these sicknesses but also
found cures for the specific viruses and bacteria. Kudos!!!!
6. NB She then tested positive for CMV and started the treatment for
that.
5. I also figured out the reason why my spleen is a little swollen is
because I got all this new found energy last week and went to the gym
three days in a row using weight and running like an Olympian trying to
jump right back in where I left off and forgot I wasn't as strong as I use to
be.
Starting from scratch with some patients and only light walking from now
on.
I will let you know about the CMV and thank you thank you thank you for
all the energy I have everyday. It's like a breath of fresh air when I get up,
no aches, no pains, no negative thoughts, I have slept, and dreamt, I
work and I think so clearly I just have energy finally and for that I feel blessed. I am alive again and I
owe ever ounce of energy and every positive thought and good vibe that I
have to you because I would not feel this way if it wasn't for you.
You're the very best.
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4.

Thank you for giving me my life back.

3.
You are awesome,Richard!!!! The very best.
All I can say is I hope this isn't CMV.
It is probably just the EBV working it's way out and struggling to survive.
It's only been two days. The clarity!!!!
I know I will making more purchases and giving a donation because you
are the greatest.
Thanks Richard!!!!!!!!
God Bless. Gretchen
2. Richard!!
After one dose (of EBV remedies) I felt this wave of super calmness like
things are opening up in my brain and I could actually think again! I feel
so happy and excited and obviously that gives me lots of hope. I can't wait
to keep "dosing" !!!!
1. I cannot wait for my EBV boxes to get here! I read your testimonies
and it just gives me the greatest hope and I just pray I am another
success story.
I thank God for you everyday. I can't imagine how many people you've
helped and will continue to help. People need help I am learning and it is
sad there is not really any out there in this day and age. I honestly wish
and hope to be like you someday, somehow and just help and heal people
the way you do.
I also hope to wake up in a few weeks without pain, headaches and
burning feet.
Anyways. Thank you for your life. Literally. I can't get over the concept of
you and your program. ++I will forever will be grateful of your help and
for you!
I am so excited.
Thank you
Gretchen
Disclaimer: Please note, results may differ from person to person.
Woman, 45, with EBV, CMV, herpes 1 & 2, shingles, sinus problems
2.
All is well. I'm mentally felling very good. I'm starting to feel like I'm
ready to exercise, which has not been the case for a long time. I think the
exercise will give my energy level the boost it needs.
5.
Hi Dr. Ellis! I am on day 10 of the treatment plan...I did the first 4
days
of EBV and the next 4 days of CMV and I am on day 2 of EBV again. I
wanted
to check to see that what I am experiencing is "normal"...sinus pressure
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throughout my face, lower back pain, aching in my hips and knees and
severe
tightness in my neck. I am also very emotional in one moment to no
emotions
in the next. I am hoping this is a good sign, but I just need some
confirmation. Thank you! BP
Disclaimer: Please note, results may differ from person to person.
Student with EBV, HHV6, Candida, Heavy Metal and Vaccination
problems
2.
Hi Richard,
just wanted to update you that your medicine still does wonders for me.
Due to the fact that I managed to get some heavy metals removed I also
need less of your medicine right now.
By the way is there someone continuing your work after you or in general?
The medicine you provide so strong and awesome (much better than say
most homeopathy) and I think it should be more widely available. Have
you looked into that?
Kind regards,
Björn
6.
Hi Richard,
the EBV medicine does increadible things. I havent been seriously sick for
a while and if I was for a day/almost was, I just took all 4 EBV boxes +
Vitamin C and recovered within 24 hours. I really want to say thank you
cause your product really helped me survive an extremely stressful time
(master thesis submission + my self-employment both went over my head
at the same time).
Unfortunately I am not fully healthy yet and I suspect it is because of
heavy metals. I am doing chelation therapy from this week onwards to get
rid of a massive amount of heavy metals, and I will order probably your
products again once I have advanced a bit of chelation therapy and got rid
of some of the metals. I have a feeling that most of my body is free from
the virus, but the virus still sits in my brain/head and affects my mental
health. Could this be possible?
Thanks a lot,
Bjoern
Disclaimer: Please note, results may differ from person to person.
From Woman with EBV bacteria in roots of teeth and cytomegalo
virus
3
Hello, Your remedies are working so well ? I was feeling better than
ever a couple
weeks ago! Miracle!
2
Yes, thank you so much - that helps a lot. You are making a
tremendous difference.
I will be sending the order in.
At beginning of EBV treatment:
1
You are the best! You really care about the people you help. I
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already feel a difference after just a few days - stronger, less heavy and
more confidence that I can get all better. I thank you so very much. Ms
TW.
Disclaimer: Please note, results may differ from person to person.
Woman with EBV
I just wanted to check in with you. I have been taking the first 2 boxes
for EBV for 5 weeks now. Added boxes 3 and 4 for about 2 weeks ago. I
am
feeling better at least half of the time. I kind of wonder how the
detoxification of this virus goes. I supposed it may be different for
everyone. I have noticed I am feeling like myself more often. I still am
struggling with sleep, but am having some good nights of sleep. I have
been having headaches on and off. They seem to be those low grade
headaches
as when you are detoxing. Today I am just kind of achy all over.
I do have to share that i laughed so hard the other night which I don't
remember the last time I did that. I keep thinking of that often and
always makes me smile.
Thanks, JM
Disclaimer: Please note, results may differ from person to person.
From Woman who’s teenage son has EBV and CMV
Hello Dr Ellis
Luca is still taking the drops even though they are almost finished..re:
your question below, it has taken a long time to see settled energy, mainly
because he's 14 yrs and has teenage temperament..then today out of the
blue he tells me after much thinking he wants to follow a Christian life of
good values and has always been interested in spirituality. I feel the drops
have grounded him more.
Kind regards, RdM
Hi Richard,
He is still on the drops and he's doing much better. He has increased
energy and copes with his intensive swim training schedule and daily life
so much better than he did before. His mood and general wellbeing is a lot
"lighter." It's easier to distinguish what is his teenage moodiness
compared to moodiness from what was constant fatigue.
He had a noticeable sized wart on his palm, which is no longer there!!!. He
still develops a cold more frequently than other kids, sometimes it last
couple of days to a week, not as serious as before..I feel his immune
system still needs a boost.
He has finished the Silica and minerals, but has a small amount of the
liquid gold left. Can he take more than one box of drops per day?.
Looking forward to hearing from you.
Thankyou, RdM
Disclaimer: Please note, results may differ from person to person.
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Woman with EBV, CMV & HHV6
Really, Thankyou for making me feel so much better.
Dear Dr. Richard, This is making sense regarding CMV and what it attacks.
That is why I am feeling so much better.
I work at a Gym and work-out almost everyday. It has been very hard
before taking your supplements, feeling tired and was gaining weight and
not knowing why, because I eat healthy food. After starting your EBV
boxes I started feeling energy, then when I started the CMV boxes I feel
my body getting leaner, and no more weight gain, and when I work out I
feel my muscles and joints have gotten oxygen to them. I stand up more
strait, and my joints are not so sore. I have been dealing with tennis
elbow, and didn't know why, now I know, it is slowly getting better. Again
Thank you, I feel my body "feeling so much happier and healthier".
Thank you again, CMcB
Dear Dr. Ellis, everyday I feel stronger and awake. I will be ready to
purchase the final box of CMV and the HHV6. I want to thank you so much
for letting me purchase individual boxes, it is working great.
Thank you for making me feel so much better.
Sincerely, CMcB
Disclaimer: Please note, results may differ from person to person.
Woman with HepC
Hi Richard peace in the new year ,
I have had a great result recently that is probably due to your treatments .
I went for bio resonance and the machine usually reads my energy as
really low every time - this time it read 80 which is about normal but
amazingly good for me and reflects the way I feel too .
N.
Disclaimer: Please note, results may differ from person to person.
Young woman who took the remedy for Luck and colloidal gold
Thankyou so much for sending both, and I can tell you that I have had an
amazing positive effect from them as I was waking up unusually low and
negative from Monday to Thursday this week for no reason I could think
of, so on Thurs evening I took about 7 drops of each remedy and Friday
morning I woke up happy and well rested and so it continues.
I also took them to my Homeopath Tracy H. on Sat, she is an intuitive
healer and could feel that they were very special and was very happy for
me to take on top of what she prescribes so you may be hearing from her.
Thank you again so much and I will phone you once I am getting low on
stock to discuss my next purchase.
Kind Regards, Vicky
Disclaimer: Please note, results may differ from person to person.
Woman with EBV, CMV and strep throat, and her son has eczema
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and cat allergy
Hi Richard
I just wanted to give you an update. I am still taking a lot of the drops and
have finished several of the bottles.
My son's skin has improved from the eczema drops, his allergies have
improved as well. I am feeling good, better all the time.
I am still battling some stress that tires me out but I feel that physically I
am better and that my thought patterns are improving.
My husband and I want another child and I feel like I could handle it now
that I am feeling better.
Thanks, TA
After taking the remedies for 7 weeks:
I just wanted to let you know how I am doing. I have started to feel more
energy over the last two weeks.
My food and EMF sensitivities have decreased significantly. I have begun
and hope to stick with some easy daily exercise.
I feel like I am thinking more clearly as well.
Tosha
After taking the treatments for 3 weeks wrote:
I am feeling a lot of symptoms but feel very encouraged that they are
signs of healing. Thank you for all of your work and effort. I love taking
the drops and am grateful every time I take them.
Tosha
Disclaimer: Please note, results may differ from person to person.
Words can heal.
A woman with Lyme, on hearing of the
importance of love and unity:
Wow, that's brilliant. I've just used that information and it’s made a big
difference to me (I can feel my brain healing!) ? I hadn?t appreciated the
importance of unity, and love, previously. Also, it makes so much sense to
me ? I was finding that different parts of my body had separate immune
systems, and my body refused to admit that some parts belonged to it rather like stroke patients with 'missing' arms ? all part of the
fragmentation. No wonder the last 25 years have been so hard for me!
Thank you so much,
very best wishes, Katie
Disclaimer: Please note, results may differ from person to person.
Woman with severe EBV problems including thyroid, restless legs
and nerve damage
I thought I'd let you know how I'm doing. I've been on the remedies 123
days now. I have made significant progress. Most symptoms have
drastically lessened or appear to be gone.
I want to thank you again for your guidance and help. Without your
remedies I don't want to think of where I would be now. Before July, when I
started to do the remedies, I was struggling with this virus. It was so
frustrating feeling sick all the time At some points I would start to feel
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better and then spiral downward losing any ground I had made forward.
That was the pattern then. The remedies are a Godsend. Deciding to
take the remedies was one of the best decisions I've ever made.
Hi Richard,
I've been on the remedies 26 days now and although I still am
symptomatic, for the most part most of them are less intense. I have had
the symptoms on cycles, they run their cycle through the week or so, and
then start over again. Each time they occur they seem less severe than
the time before. It seems that after I take the remedies, about 20-30
minutes later I experience the physical symptoms.
I'm still on the intense cycle (2 boxes a day). I'm taking 3 drops of each
bottle when I take them, since I'm concerned I would run out too soon
taking 4-5 drops each time.
At this time and juncture I noticed after the last 2 cycles of remedies, on
the days that I take the NS (nervous system) remedies, the restless legs
have calmed down enough where I can actually get some sleep.
I'm
feeling so very hopeful that I'll eventually see the end to this nightmare of
no sleep.
Very hopeful...Libby
Disclaimer: Please note, results may differ from person to person.
Woman with thyroid and radiation problems
Dear Richard,
Thank you for sending the remedies. I am forever grateful for you and
everything you have done for me. I am feeling better. I am detoxing for
heavy metals and my brain fog is clearing up. I almost feel like the old
healthy me. I will be in touch.
Jill
Disclaimer: Please note, results may differ from person to person.
Woman with EBV problems
I just wanted to send you a note and let you know I believe the product
you sent me helped me. I can stay up later, work out longer, and feel a
significant increase in energy then before I took your water/essences.
I followed a strict, mostly vegetable diet during the time, and took them
as directed. (No grains / starches)
Thank you again for your help. I believe it was a significant step toward
healing my EBV.
Stephanie
Disclaimer: Please note, results may differ from person to person.
Dog
Dr Ellis, Since I started my dog on your remedies: my little dog seems to
have more energy and she is eating better.
Thankyou, Terry
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Disclaimer: Please note, results may differ from person to person.
NB My remedies work very well for cats and other animals.
Woman freed of EBV:
Richard,
I refer people to you all the time. I'm glad that Stephannie got in
touch with you. She is getting results right away, which is a good sign. I'm
doing very well but found out that I have Celiac disease and have to stay
away from all gluten. I believe I inherited this from my maternal
grandmother. I will look over your treatments soon and let you know what
I need. I would like to get some Chapperall (sp?) from you and possibly
something to help me keep my Candida from flaring up from time to time.
Good to hear from you.
Blessings,
Diane
Disclaimer: Please note, results may differ from person to person.
Athlete, cyclist, 4-minute miler:
Having been freed of EBV, he recently took a special treatment to improve
is aerobic capacity. After taking it for some time he wrote:
I am very well and still improving. Like most people I wanted faster
results. You know take a pill and be better. I have learned to have more
patience with my healing and I have been reward. My aerobic capacity is
still increasing am I am feel well . Spiritually, mentally, and emotionally I
am very well. I am looking forward to the next year with my health
steadily improving. Thank you very much for your email. I just finished
riding for a hour on my lunch break.
PR
After taking the EBV treatment he wrote:
Dr. Ellis,
I am a amazed at the timing of your email. I was think about
emailing you. As a reminder I work in western medicine ( Radiation
Oncology). So when I tried your treatment for EBV I was very skeptical. I
stop using coffee, mint, and camphor per your instructions. I follow the
drops three times a day until I was completed with my treatment. The first
two weeks I really did not feel any change. Sometime after that two weeks
or so I notice some improvement. I continued the treatment as planned.
By the time I was done with the treatment , I felt 100 times better. I am
still amazed at how well I have felt since I have completed your
treatments.
PR
Disclaimer: Please note, results may differ from person to person.
Someone who has received an overdose of radiation:
I've been thinking about getting in touch with you and then I got
your e-mail. There is no such thing as coincidences. You were placed in my
life for a reason. I'm hoping you can help me again.......Do you have any
ideas with your wonderful remedies for me? I would love to come to see
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you and learn how to make them myself.
Please let me know. You helped me get free of the EBV virus and for
that I thank you. I have faith in you.
Jill
Dear Richard,
I am so excited and grateful. I had my EBV labs drawn a couple of weeks
ago and the virus is not active any more. Thank you soooo much.
Love, Jill
Disclaimer: Please note, results may differ from person to person.
An elderly Southern gentleman:
Greetings Dr.,
I am doing quite well......I do believe the EBV is healed. Haven't had a
chill in over a year for which I am very thankful.
Glad to hear our God is using you to help relieve pain and suffering
in our world.
A Fellow Believer,
Hello Dr.
Just a word on how your remedy for the EBV has helped. Please
understand that I have advanced stage 4 Carcinoid Syndrome. Thank God
the chills have departed for good. A few Tylenol pills take care of any
pain. Wished I could have found out about the EBV remedy months
before. I missed 32 strait weeks of attending Church. Haven't missed a
week since I started back for which I am very thankful.
Sincerely,
Wayne A.
Disclaimer: Please note, results may differ from person to person.
Richard,
Your Epstein Barr remedies did work. The Epstein Barr is gone. You did kill
the Epstein Barr and pretty quick when taking your remedies. I had it
tested and it has gone. Thankyou Richard.
PS
Woman with EBV
After completing the treatment, show wrote:
Richard,
I am happy to inform you that I am one of your success stories. I am
Epstein Barr free as of almost two weeks ago now. I feel so much better
and have more energy and stamina. I also feel very "different". Your
remedies definitely changed my body chemistry. However, I still have
some things to work on. My glandular system needs healing, as well as my
immune system. But now that my body no longer has to deal with these
Epstein Barr Viruses, I am hoping that my body will fully recover soon.
I can't express my gratitude and thankfulness to you in words. You are one
of my heroes. I will be sending you some business in the near future,
that's for sure. I know of others who have this disorder and need help.
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God bless
HD
Early in the treatment, she wrote:
I wanted to let you know that after taking your remedies for only a little
over a week now, my stomach aches and intestinal pains are almost gone.
After I’m all better, I might have to contact the Pope in order to elect you
for sainthood.
Thanks!
HD
Disclaimer: Please note, results may differ from person to person.
Man paralysed (Guillain Barre Syndrome, a bit like MS)
I have helped a retired fire fighter overcome nerve paralysis
(Guillain Barre Syndrome). This is a big breakthrough. This 57 year old
man, who had worked hard, played hard, and lived hard, became so ill
from active EBV that it affected his muscles and joints to the point that he
could not move his limbs at times. He wrote:
“Dr. Ellis,
I have EBV, these are my test results below;
EBV VCA Ab,IgM 110 <100 u/mL H
EBV VCA Ab,IgG 1261 <100 u/mL H
EBV EA Ab,IgG
229 <100 u/mL H
EBVNA Ab,IgG
293 <100 u/mL H
I have been sick from November 23, 2011, and my symptoms are
extreme. It has affected my muscles and joints to the point I can't move
my limbs at times. Kevin”
A doctor gave him a cortisone shot (kenalog) which paralysed him from
the neck down and gave him Guillain Barre Syndrome. It also knocked out
his immune system. The effects were so bad he spent time in hospital.
He got a small amount of movement back, but was still partially
paralysed, when he bought my EBV treatment. After about two months
taking it, he noticed that he was beginning to get more movement back.
He asked me if I could improve the treatment so that he could get
completely better. I explained that I could because I had been developing
a treatment to regenerate the nerves in cases of multiple sclerosis and
lyme disease. So he bought the extra treatment of about 50 remedies,
some for immune suppression and the others for his nerves. Nine months
later I got the following email:
“I have fully recovered from EBV and Guillain Barre Syndrome after 14
months. It was "hell", but I survived!
Thanks, Kevin”
His email was so short, I called him, and he told me that he had got
his health back completely. All the paralysis had gone and so had all the
chronic fatigue, and he was back at work running his business. In fact he
was working very hard because his business was doing so well. Curing
nerve disease like this is a big breakthrough. This result could help other
people who have nerve problems from EBV. He has offered to act as a
referee for anyone with nerve problems who is interested. In a recent
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email he wrote:
“Things are great! No problem. Kevin”
Disclaimer: Please note, results may differ from person to person.
Here is an example from Ms CE-S of how the virus will actually try
to stop you taking the treatment - it can even try to stop you
buying it:
Richard,
How kind of you to call yesterday. I feel a bit stronger as of last night and
will hope for even better tomorrow. It's a very good thing that you give
such great instructions and tell people what could happen, such as the
woman who "heard" to stop taking the remedies. because those thoughts
came to me also -- such as, "What's the use? You'll never get better?
Why are you bothering to do this?" --but I ignored it all and kept taking
them. I had sweats and chills and thought that this is what it must be like
to go through a detox. I felt like I was trying to expel a demon from my
body. It will be so worth it in the end, I know.
Ms CE-S
This is an example of how viruses hide in negative thoughts and
actually them to control your behaviour, to their advantage.
Spooky. There is a remedy in the treatment to release possessing
spirits.
She continued to take the treatment and started to recover
slowly:
Yesterday was a better day and I got a few things done but still felt weak
and tired. Today I had a great day, full of quiet energy and good
concentration -- I am feeling very hopeful.
Ms CE-S
She made bigger improvements:
I have felt very good both yesterday and today -- yahoo!!! Yesterday, I
never even thought of a nap and had a cheery, wonderful, productive day.
Today is feeling good also. I am in awe!!!
Ms CE-S
And she is free of the virus:
HI Richard,
I have been considering what to do, as well as enjoying my new found
energy. THIS IS LIVING............oh my goodness, I am in awe of the life that
is returning to me, filled with enthusiasm about living life with gusto
instead of sleeping it away, and feeling like a disappointment to myself
and others because of the limited amount that I could do.....as well as not
being in the best of spirits without a concerted effort. I am THRILLED
BEYOND WORDS to feel strong. I have not even thought about taking a
nap for 4 days now -- never enters my mind-- what a contrast.
MsCE-S
Disclaimer: Please note, results may differ from person to person.
Ms MR wrote:
Hi Richard!
I hope I am using the tinctures correctly. I go through a few, in order,
every few hours. I probably go through an entire round over the course of
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a few days, is that correct? I was starting to feel better, and my
roommate was sick with something like the flu. It took a full week for me
to finally get it too, but I'm not suffering half as bad as she is. I'll be three
days into it by the time you read this, hopefully feeling better tomorrow.
Ms MR, who had EBV, HHV6, CFS, and was taking the EBV
treatment with boosts for these wrote:
I just tried the remedy in box 4. Feels strong (good) to me. Like sunlight.
My brain and heart feel it. It feels nice. My eyes feel a bit brighter too.
Something is opening up in my chest, and there's a spot in my brain (left
side) opening, while the right side is annoyed or aching a bit. That's the
best way to describe it.
Disclaimer: Please note, results may differ from person to person.
MS RA, mother with three teenage children, who was so
exhausted she could not run her own home, let alone earn a
living. After taking the treatment she wrote:
Dear Richard,
Just when I was going to ask if I had to do another round of remedy I started to feel much
better. A week ago I was still underwater now I am sitting on the beach.
Is there anything I need to know to keep going?
My legs feel stronger, and brain faster.
Ms RA
A bit later she wrote:
Here is a more detailed update:
EBV: Occasional respiratory congestion. I can chase it out by mid day, with herbs or
enzymes. Not every day as before 2/3 days a week
Less fog brain. More straight line thinking process, less zig zag.
Fatigue not exhaustion now. I did go back to bed at 10am today. Luckily I had nothing else
on the schedule.
Ambition: More than just for the dinner menu. I need a new career and can now think about
it as a possibility. Alas, the gumption, to do ,is not present but the desire is. and that is a start.
Memory. My memory was always excellent. Now the very short term is weak, Names of
people I was just introduced to. etc.
Ms RA
After completing the treatment for EBV, Ms RA wrote to me:
“I drove my kids to Cleveland, Ohio this week, 6 hours away. The
trip would have been impossible to me several months ago.” Ms RA.
So my treatment for EBV had worked.
And lab results showed she was free of the virus: Ms RA emailed:
“Richard, I just had big blood work/tests done and I am clear of EBV.
I’m so glad I believed you when you said your remedies worked. They
Do!!!!!”. Ms RA.
She then wrote this letter of reference: Please give my info to Pattie, Forward this note to
her if you'd like to.
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Richard's treatment comes in little bottles. They smell and taste like water. You receive these
1/2 oz bottles, 15 or more at one time. They are well packed in a 3x6 cardboard box. No
special dietary instructions are needed. (This is not correct. Coffee is forbidden. Mint
and camphor are strongly discouraged. Vitamins are important, especially B12 and
folic acid, plus trace minerals. I recommend a trace mineral supplement from Utah.) If
you are following a custom eating plan continue. Junk food will not help you now so, cut it
out of the diet.
I put 5 drops of each bottle in my mouth, 1 row, approx 5 bottles, at a time. He told me I'd
start to feel better in about a week. It took two weeks. When I was just about to ask for more
ideas the veil lifted. I had been so fatigued and foggy for so long that I can really tell the
difference. I drove from Chicago to Ohio this week. 6 months ago I could not have driven
that far.
You need to do the drops every 2 hours during the day. So you have to pay attention. I was
religious about this when I first started. Now I'm more lax but I keep the cycle going.
He has a remedy for negative thoughts that has been terrific for me. I was trapped in the bad
sads, as I call them. My hopeful outlook is back. I also do not have to sleep for two hours
every afternoon as I used to. I'd say the process has taken about 60 days. Now, I'm in a
physical stamina building phase. Not mountain climbing, just walking, and being awake at
2pm.
I have spent so much money trying to feel better that I was a bit skeptical ,but desperate. The
regular treatments did not keep the EBV under control. I am glad I did this because it
worked. I have three teen age kids and needed to be more awake than asleep during the day.
Richard's Remedies have worked for me. I'm very lucky and thankful I found them.
Ms RA
A year after taking the treatment Ms RA wrote:
EBV away!!! Today I was waist deep in swimming pool water for
three hours teaching ten year olds to swim. Last year at this time I was
doing the same too with Mono. What a huge difference a year makes. My
stamina is up 300% Thanks to you a whole new range of possibilities is
present. I'm grateful. Thanks for letting people like me benefit from your
research."
Ms RA explained to me that it took time for her stamina to build up after
she got free of the virus. Other people found that their energy levels
recovered more quickly. (I now have remedies which could help
boost this recovery.)
Ms RA wrote to me recently,
"I have been tested again and for the third time I am negative for EBV. I
have been under so much stress lately (with a court case) that it could
have come back. But it has not. I am completely free of EBV."
Despite having got divorced, remortgaged her apartment and
started a business, as well as looking after three teenagers, Ms
RA has remained free of EBV, full of energy and healthy.
Disclaimer: Please note, results may differ from person to person.
Early report from Mr WL (67), a businessman from Florida, after
taking the EBV remedies for 8 days:
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“I wanted to update you on my progress. I've been taking the
droppers for 8 days now and have noticed some changes.
I haven't had to lay down and/or sleep as much, very little extra
actually. Occasionally I will need to lay down for 10-30 minutes around 5
pm but not every day and not for hours like I used to. Also I used to have
to take "naps" throughout the day just to get enough energy to continue
to
work,
this
is
gone.
I always had plenty of strength but was severely exhausted always,
and that's not the case any more so it seems to be working and
successful. The other day I realized I was just getting a lot done, bright
and alert and kind-of forgot that's the way it's supposed to be so realized I
am
improving.
Anyway that's how I'm doing. From my personal experience this looks
like a much needed product for people suffering from EBV here in the USA.
I really value the work you did on this, Thank You.</td></tr><tr><td
height="30" colspan="3" class="subtitle2">
Recent report from Mr WL (67) after taking the EBV remedies for
3 weeks:
“Oh, I've gone back to my clinic and been tested for my EBV and it
cannot be detected, Yea!
They have a number of patients come in and test for EBV and their
success with treating is not as high as yours. Plus overall their treatment
is more costly.
So he became free of the virus and at less expense than the
alternative.
Disclaimer: Please note, results may differ from person to person.
Long Reference from Mr WL
I was diagnosed with EBV at an alternative Medical Clinic I go to for health.
It is run by an MD but also is very cutting edge and uses many alternative
health remedies like herbs and other techniques. They have successfully
treated this before and I was put on various supplements and a series of
Montessori Herbs specifically made up in California for EBV. I took
everything they gave me for about 2 months but had very little positive
change.
My symptoms were extreme tiredness, exhaustion for no apparent reason.
I couldn't think straight, my cognitive reasoning abilities were sort of nonexistent. All I wanted to do was sleep and I couldn't get any work done; it
was bad. I had strength but no stamina.
So, being an online marketer for companies, I started researching online
to see if I could find a workable solution. I came across may drug related
solutions but I'm not prone to drugs unless ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY.
I found this little site of Dr. Ellis' and was intrigued by what he said so I
started communicating with him by email.
I realized he was very
unconventional but what intrigued me was he had, apparently, freed
himself with what he is now selling on a very limited basis to others.
I think it's fair to note that Dr. Ellis (Richard) has some, how do I say this,
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some unusual ideas and practices which can be a concern, but his
technology in dealing with this malady seemed to be sound. Bottom line I
asked a lot of questions and by email talked with a couple of his patients
but ultimately it was just a leap of faith. I was willing to lose and waste
the hundreds he was charging.
I bought his treatment and got 2 boxes of vials of treated water. As
homeopathics they should have a little brandy in them for preservation
but he couldn't ship them internationally with that so I put a few drops in
each at his suggestion after they arrived. The exact instructions of taking
the vials come with it.
I had been dealing with this for about 4 strong months and had it, was
feed up. Since I work from my house it was easier to take the remedies as
he suggested, every few hours, 3-6 drops of each under the tongue by
sets. It's a bit intense but if you set up a routine it can be done even
working at an office.
At first I noticed a dramatic change in my tiredness and some cognitive
powers returning within the first few days, meaning I could reason and
think again. Then it levelled off and didn't appear as dramatic a change.
But after a few weeks I noticed I was just working as normal and hardly
needed my "naps".
This is a VERY VICIOUS malady, disease and
apparently takes quite a lot to kill, depending on your overall health,
which mine was and is good.
There were literally no side effects, I didn't even get the pleasure of a little
buzz from the brandy (smile). The hardest part was taking the drops on
an empty stomach and a certain amount of time after eating on a
consistent basis.
As far as it being worth the money as long as you are OK with it and
Richard being "out there" on the fringe I would say absolutely yes it's
worth the money. *Bottom line this is what totally freed me of the virus
and it hasn't come back.*
I openly told my Health Clinic (Life Works) here at Clearwater, Florida
about it and that this is what had actually eliminated my EBV.
WL
Disclaimer: Please note, results may differ from person to person.
EBV patient: Mr UD in his late thirties:
A man in his late thirties who runs a health food shop asked me to
treat him for chronic EBV. He did not have many noticeable symptoms,
but he was concerned that the virus was a negative factor which affects
the hypothalamus (a small part of the brain which controls the pituitary
gland and immune system) and so it might be affecting his will and his
ability to succeed in his business. He took the treatment and the virus
went after about 5 or 6 weeks. He then tested negative for the virus - it
had completely gone. He was delighted to be free of it. He felt it was
helping him to get his life back. Since then he has managed to obtain a
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large loan, despite the credit crunch, and considerably expanded his
business. (NB There are reasons to believe that the credit crunch is
connected with negative energies and people with positive love and life
will prosper.)
Disclaimer: Please note, results may differ from person to person.
Report from Ms RY in Texas: “Finding an Answer to EBV: One Woman’s Story:
“For the second time in my life, I received blood test results that were positive for
EBV antibodies. And, for the second time, a very good medical doctor told me there was
nothing to be done. I would “just have to deal with being tired.” With EBV, however, it’s not
a question of “just being tired.” In fact, the words Chronic Fatigue Syndrome don’t come
close to describing what I felt. The fatigue is heavy, leaden, and invades the muscle tissue.
When a friend asked me how I felt, I replied: “My muscles feel like they’re nauseated”. In
the mornings, I would have to think consciously about getting up, mentally encouraging
myself to stand. A morning shower after the night’s sleep wasn’t an option. I didn’t have the
energy. It would be at least four hours before I could manage it. The fatigue functioned as an
invisible
straight
jacket.
It
affected
every
inch
of
my
life.
That night I had a “flash” of insight. I saw myself in childhood, when I was too tired. I
heard my mother explaining I had to rest more than other children. I saw myself starting yet
another exercise program, and having to go to bed for nearly 36 hours. “No”, I thought, “this
is not ‘just tiredness’, and I cannot live like this. There has to be more to the Epstein Barr
Virus than traditional Western medicine has learned.”
Another Search
I’ve lost count of the times I’ve searched the Internet for EBV sites. I’ve found all
kinds of information, many “products,” most from natural sources, and scores of
recommended regimens. But whatever I tried did not provide a definitive help or solution, not
even a palliative one. I went once more to the computer. I saw a small ad and clicked. That
click brought me here, to Dr. Ellis’s site. I read every word. His experience with EBV
matches my own. His philosophy of healing is in line with what I’ve learned. So, without
delay, I sent Dr. Ellis an email asking him to send me his EBV treatment. I received it
approximately two weeks ago. IT WORKS. Let me say this again: IT WORKS.”
After 2 weeks of taking the treatment, Ms RY asks: “How has it worked so far for me?
</td></tr><tr><td colspan="3" class="text3">
“Here’s a brief overview of what I’ve experienced since starting Dr. Ellis’s EBV
treatment
(about
two
weeks
before
writing
this).
1.
First 36 hours, I could clearly "feel" a different order being established within. Difficult
to describe, but it was a very clear sensation. And with this, I could feel an increased sense of
clarity, growing, about many things. (Clarity is a great help in healing and in taking care of
one’s
self,
helping
one
to
make
better
decisions
in
all
areas.)
2.
After 2 days, I began to experience some of the symptoms I had as a child, when I
believe (as my doctors do also), I had an undiagnosed case of glandular fever /
mononucleosis. My glands hurt and my throat became sore. Although the symptoms were
“strong,” they were not bad enough to interfere with my work day. These lasted, off and on,
for
about
six
days.
3.
I had one day where I slept deeply throughout the day. Fortunately, it was a Sunday!
4.
Before taking the treatment, I couldn’t exercise at all. Every time I exercised, I
“crashed” and had to go to bed. For example, several weeks before the treatment started, I
went for a 30 minute walk, and was wiped out for the next 10 days. So I couldn’t even go for
walks (when in good health, I could walk three miles without giving it a second thought).
After two days on the treatment, I began exercising again. I keep the program simple, with
basic muscle toning for a few minutes and walking a mile a day. I’ve been walking a mile a
day for two weeks, with no problem. The exercise has greatly decreased that sick sense of
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feeling weak all over that comes with EBV.
5.
I’ve suffered from bronchitis for a decade. Prior to the EBV treatment, I reached a level
of healing where I was able to discontinue antibiotics, but my chest continued to hurt, and the
overall congestion continued. After starting the EBV treatment, the remaining congestion has
cleared considerably, and I’ve had much less pain in my chest.
6.
I’m making better decisions in many areas of my life, where before the fatigue and
dullness caused by the EBV were keeping me from thinking clearly.
7.
The increased sense of order is, frankly, amazing. I have always felt order to be just
beyond my grasp, even though I have a very organised mind and come from a very orderly
bunch of ancestors and relatives. As I have been meditating on the EBV, it has occurred to me
that it acts as an interruption on a very deep level, I might even say a systemic level. At least,
I believe it has in my life.
“Despite these and other difficulties, I had enough will and enough faith to keep
persisting on the path of my life, but I could feel the "will" fading. When I speak of will, I
mean something deep, not just the proverbial "will power" we speak of when dieting or
changing habits. I am speaking of the will to live, something I felt quite clearly once in the
hospital after a surgery. This other will (as in Will) has an edge to it, a clarity, a solidity that, I
believe, can only come from the divine source. . . . . not necessarily from its "sweetness and
light", but certainly from its inherent strength. (Since this treatment started) I have started to
be able to feel that strength of Will again. . . . like having the link in a chain fixed. It is not so
much comforting as it is strengthening and then, reassuring, for its very provision of strength.
8.
The greatest, greatest part of this for me is, so far, the Clarity, and the sense of Order
being established within - not an external imposed order, but one that is meant to connect to
who I am.
9.
I continue to take the treatment. I continue to feel better, not only physically, but also
mentally, emotionally, and spiritually. I feel calmer and stronger. And I feel myself looking
forward to the future in a new way.
</td></tr><tr><td height="30" colspan="3" class="subtitle2">Do I recommend this
treatment?</td></tr><tr><td colspan="3" class="text3">
“With a whole-hearted yes. First, because it clearly, clearly works. I could not
possibly write this commentary if the treatment did not work. (I wouldn’t have had the energy
to do it!) And second, because I trust the integrity and education of the person and the process
it comes from. Integrity is central to healing.”
Final report from Ms RY 2 months after completing the treatment
for EBV.
“First, I'd like to say that Richard's remedies are everything he says
they are and they do exactly what he says they will do, and in some cases
even more.
“I have lived with Epstein Barr Virus / Chronic Fatigue Syndrome
symptoms for many years. I have also suffered greatly from fibromyalgia.
All the doctors ever tell me is, "Well, you have high EBV antibodies in your
blood analysis, that must be why you feel so tired, but there's nothing you
can do about it." I have tried many natural remedies, some of which truly
have helped, in particular, taking magnesium and using magnesium gel
for muscle pain. But nothing helped me with the bone-crushing fatigue. I
would literally wake up in the morning and have to give myself a pep talk
to just stand up. When I found Richard's website, I contacted him
immediately. Only hours before, I had prayed for an answer--I was so tired,
it was interfering with everything in my life.
“I ordered his remedies, and here is what happened. Within 24
hours, I felt as though a veil had lifted. The "foggy brain" sensation I
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fought so often was gone. I felt an extraordinary new sense of order within
me - hard to explain in words. Then, just as Richard describes on his
website, I began to experience the "symptoms" I had as a child when I had
mono. My glands started to hurt, and I felt achy. This went on for about
five days, which is a little longer than I expected, but each day was
slightly different in symptoms, so I could tell that the virus was "moving
up and out." I had more energy within 24 hours of taking the remedies
and was able to begin light exercise, which I had had to discontinue due to
the fatigue. After taking the remedies for about 3 weeks, I still had a slight
residual feeling of tiredness, and Richard sent me a final remedy, which
pretty much cleared that up, as well. This all happened in March-April, and
I have not regressed, even though I am no longer taking the remedies.
“I believe that Richard Ellis may have the keenest, most thorough understanding on physical,
medical, and spiritual levels of what the Epstein Barr Virus does and what effects it has.
Having suffered from it himself, he knows of what he speaks. Apart from that, I trust him. He
is thoroughly honest, and he is a committed, practising Christian. Given Richard's education,
he could have chosen a lucrative career in science or academia. Instead, he has devoted
himself to helping others-often at great cost to himself. I consider his remedies a real gift to
humankind. They have certainly been a blessing to me.
“Richard's remedies are the only thing I have tried that have made a permanent
difference in my fatigue level. Before I took the remedies, I could not even go for a short
walk, I was so exhausted. I am now walking regularly, able to do my morning exercises
again, and feeling better. The other effect the remedies had for me was that they took away
the "foggy" feeling that comes with the fatigue, and this lifted on the first day of taking the
remedies. I felt more clear-headed than I have felt in years.
“So, in sum, all you have to do is take a few droppers full of the remedies, which are
clear and tasteless. It certainly cannot hurt you, and if you have anything like the results I
had, you will be very glad that you gave Richard's remedies a try. They have made a huge
difference for me. I highly recommend them.”
Disclaimer: Please note, results may differ from person to person.
EBV patient:
A man of 57 came to see me. He had been very well until
two years ago when he had a very heavy cold, especially in his
throat for 4 to 5 weeks. Since then he has had problems with his
health and his career as a chartered engineer. He feels he cannot
succeed. He had no energy and gets very tired. He has an
awkward home life because he lost his house and has to rent a
place.
After taking the treatment for just a few days, his sister
noticed that he was improving. She is a therapist and she noticed
that it was easier to be around him. Previously he had been a
terrible drain on her energy just to be near him. He was doing
very well, not coughing so much and not so tired and exhausted.
He had more energy and was starting to think more positively.
A week later he became very tired for one day. This is a
healing reaction and shows that the chronic fatigue was coming
out of him. Since then he has been more energetic.
His sister said “I can talk TO him. I could not do this before (the
treatment) because he was not there (in his brain) to be talked to
(because of the brain fog). He was not there, so we talked AT each other.
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He has been in this negative cloud for years. This doom and gloom has
lifted and he has more energy. It’s huge what you have done for my
brother.” I have since heard that he is progressing in his career.
Disclaimer: Please note, results may differ from person to person.
Early Results
One of the first people I treated after I freed myself of EBV,
was a police woman in her 40s who had EBV. She had moved from
Liverpool to Surrey 12 years before, and picked up an infection
during the move. It was like a very heavy cold, and ever since
she had not been well. She had lost energy and had a cough she
could not get rid of. She tested positive for EBV using my method
of testing.
She started to take the treatment for EBV and after a few
days coughed up some phlegm. (This was a healing reaction.)
She felt as if she had a hangover one day, and then felt much
better the next. A week later the cough had gone, which was a
wonderful relief, her legs felt lighter, and she had a lot more
energy. She also started to have more positive thoughts.
A colleague said “Good grief. You look so healthy”. She replied “I
feel really good. I feel as if something has fallen away from me and I have
become the girl I used to be.”
She very kindly came back to me later for testing and I could
not find any evidence for the virus, using my method of testing
(which is more sensitive than laboratory methods). The virus had
gone.
Disclaimer: Please note, results may differ from person to person.
Someone wanted to know how my remedies work, so I wrote:
Since I was a child I have known there was something wrong with science. It is not
that it is facts, but that it is dead material facts (Ge 2:17). It excludes life, spirit, love and
God. Life is not a chemical. Life comes from God and is love and spirit in harmony with the
matter in your body (at least when you are healthy).
My remedies are made from water. Not tap water, but doubly-distilled pure water
imprinted with love and spirit. These are the "living waters" Jesus talks about in the Bible (Jn
4:11-14). When you get up in the morning, new spirit comes into you and gives you energy
for the day. The virus stops this process, hence your fatigue. My remedies bring more love
and spirit in so as to overwhelm the virus and push it out. It's as simple as that.
These remedies have their origins in the Bible, and in the way life works in nature.
The Old Testament talks about "the dew which cometh from heaven" (eg Ge 29:39), and the
New Testament of "living waters". When you put a flower, mineral or crystal in water and
place it in the sunlight for several hours, you create artificial dew or living water. There is a
pattern or "vibration" transferred into the water. My remedies are patterns of life force or
spirit in water which are made by combining several dews or living waters together to make a
new living water which strengthens spirit in the body in a specific way. They are very gentle
and non-toxic. Because they are gentle, one frequently needs several remedies to eliminate
the disease. The brute force of a toxic drug is replaced by gentle but complex life. My
remedies are quite specific and I have learnt by trial and error on myself, which ones are right
to overwhelm the (Epstein Barr) virus.
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PS
Some people prefer the King James version of the Bible. You may be interested to
know that an ancestor of mine, Dr Roger Fenton DD, was one of the 70 scholars who
translated it.
RE 2.17.
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